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Introduction

How to Use This Guide
Welcome to Dr. Blank’s Reading Kingdom — the complete, simple, but extraordinary reading
system you can use at home to enable your child to become a successful reader. You do not need
this guide for carrying out the lessons. Rather, the guide provides key information that helps
you use the materials in the most effective way.
It has two sections:
Section 1. Introducing Dr. Blank’s Reading Kingdom.Before starting the teaching, it is
useful to have an overview of the skills and range of programs in the Reading Kingdom system.
You can find this information in this first section.
Section 2. Where to Start: The Skills Check.
Before starting the teaching, carry out a Skills Check that will allow you to determine the
level that is the right starting point for your child. That way you can go directly to the skills
your child needs to learn, and avoid spending unnecessary time teaching skills already mastered.
You can find the material for the SkillsCheck in the second section of the guide.
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Section 1. Introducing Dr. Blank’s Reading Kingdom
Reading is the single most important skill your child needs to succeed in school and in life.
Nothing is more important, but shockingly, study after study shows that 40% or more of
children experience significant difficulty in learning how to read.
If your child is close to entering first grade, you are right to be concerned about the future.
With so many children failing, you are wondering what you can do to keep your child on the
path to success. And if your child is already in the primary grades and experiencing some
problems, you want desperately to end the misery and anxiety that reading failure brings.
In your search for the best way to help your child learn how to read, you are likely to have
heard a lot of talk about phonics and whole language since these are the two principal systems
that dominate reading instruction.
Phonics is the central method of reading education. Its hold is so pervasive that the term is
almost synonymous with the teaching of reading. Although a variety of approaches is used, at
their core is the idea that reading is based on sounding out the letters in words (e.g., saying
“kuh” “aah” “tuh” upon seeing the word cat). If you’ve seen your child, or some other child,
at the start of reading instruction, you’ll find these ideas familiar since they represent the core
of teaching used in classrooms around the nation. Despite the power it wields, many children
find the sounding-out process to be tedious and unworkable.
The whole language approach focuses on a different aspect of language. Instead of
concentrating on the dissected sounds of words, it provides children with complete stories, or
texts. You will hear whole language proponents maintaining that stories are more “natural”
and “authentic,” and so if you provide children with interesting stories, they will naturally be
motivated to read. For many children, the presentation of stories early in reading instruction
means they prematurely face a much wider range of words than they can manage. The end
result is that they are left stranded without the controls a learner needs to master a new terrain.
Ironically, even when children can cope with the demands of phonics and whole language,
their learning is incomplete. What has been consistently overlooked is the fact that in learning
to read, there are six essential skills. Each of the two current reading systems teaches only one
of those skills! You can see this on the chart on the next page.
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All those empty spaces are the skills that your child is not learning!
The Six Skills of Reading
Sequencing
Writing
(Letter Order) (Letter Creation)

Phonology
(Sounds)

Semantics
(Meaning)

Syntax
(Grammar)

Text
(Books)

Phonics
Whole
Language
Reading
Kingdom

With so many holes in the basic foundation for reading, it is no wonder that so many children
fail. Fortunately, you have the power to set your child on the path to outstanding reading.
What you need to do is to make sure your child learns, in a thorough and complete manner,
all six skills that reading actually requires. That is precisely what Dr. Blank’s Reading Kingdom
offers you! Designed primarily for children from 4 to 9 years of age, it is the only complete,
clear, and simple system available for teaching all the six skills of reading.
You are likely to be unfamiliar with the names of the skills since they are not ones you
commonly hear. Still you are familiar with the skills themselves, since you use them regularly
in all the reading and writing you do. In brief, the names represent the following skills:
Sequencing (Letter Order). The visual skill of seeing the left-to-right order of letters is one
of two key physical skills required for reading. It allows us to see, as completely different,
words with identical letters such as now – won, live – evil, and pot – top. While this seems
obvious to us, it is not so for young children who, prior to reading, have never had to care
about left-to-right order. The path to reading is greatly eased if children are taught this skill
before they actually start to read.
Writing (Letter Creation). Reading goes hand in hand with writing, and writing, in turn,
requires a second physical skill — the fine motor skills needed to create letters. These motor
skills can be difficult for young children, but they can be mastered if they are systematically
taught. When that is done, your child’s ability to write — and read — effectively is greatly
enhanced.
Phonology (Sounds). Reading itself takes place only when you can convert letters (such as
“c,” “a,” and “t”) into the sounds that form real words (cat). Children are usually taught this
through a “sounding out” process that can be confusing and demanding. There are easier and
more effective methods for converting letters into sounds and these allow reading to blossom.
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Semantics (Meaning). The words on a page represent not simply sounds, but ideas, or
meaning. Often these can be far more complex than we assume. For example, even the simple
word pet has very different meanings when appearing as a noun in the sentence, “He has a
pet,” versus appearing as a verb in the sentence, “He likes to pet the dog.” For reading success,
the teaching must help children understand the full set of meanings associated with the words
they read.
Syntax (Grammar). Most words do not appear in isolation. Rather, they are combined with
other words to form grammatically appropriate sentences. Many of these other words are
“little” words that typically receive scant attention — words like this, what, to, and who. When
children are taught how to read and use these words effectively, their skill in both reading and
writing soars.
Text (Books). Young children dream of being able to read. Invariably this means being able
to read books, or texts. While they get a good start by knowing sounds, concepts, and
sentences, they still need something more. They need to know the intricate ways in which
sentences interweave to convey the message of a story. This skill must be taught for truly
successful reading.
Through the series of programs outlined on the chart that follows, your child will master the
full range of skills needed to make reading and writing effortless and automatic. They begin
with the Get Set programs that focus on the physical skills underlying smooth reading and
writing. The letter order skills are taught through the Sequences in Sight program, while the
letter creation skills are taught through the Letter Land by Hand program. If the Skills Check
indicates that your child needs one or both of these programs, these will be the ones you start
with.
Dr. Blank’s Reading Kingdom System
Physical Skills
Letter
Letter
Phonology
Order Creation
Get Set Programs

Language Skills
Semantics

Syntax

Text

Seeing Sequences
Letter Land by Hand
Reading//Writing Programs
Boarding
Runway
Liftoff
Airborne
Soaring
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Once the Get Set programs are completed, or if they are not needed, your child moves on to
the reading/writing programs that focus on language skills. There are five programs: Boarding,
Runway, Liftoff, Airborne, and Soaring. While steadily increasing in complexity, all are easy
to use. The lessons are short and simple, with each one taking between 15 to 30 minutes. By
the end of the Soaring program, your child will have achieved solid, errorless reading at about
the third-grade level.
In all the reading programs, your child will master two major groups of words. One group
consists of “content” words that describe the people, things, and events in the world (such as
girl, run, happy); the other consists of “non-content” words that allow us to string words and
ideas together (such as there, were, to) to form correct sentences.
The words are taught in-depth, without your child ever having to learn the host of complex
and often confusing rules that trip up so many children and cause reading to be a misery. In
place of rules, your child will develop the abilities responsible for truly effective reading. These
are the ones that allow successful readers to know, for example, that while the “at“ rule says
that the letters “a” and “t” make the sound at (as in cat or hat), in reality, that is not how things
usually work. Indeed, in the great majority of words where those two letters appear (such as
watch, great, attack, what), the at sound is not the one to use. That’s why good readers, when
they encounter a word like water, do not pause to think about applying the at rule. Instead,
they automatically apply the appropriate sound and come up with the correct word.
Remarkably, the skills that allow us to read smoothly and accurately occur totally outside of
our awareness. They are hidden abilities! These abilities, which have been sorely neglected in
traditional teaching, are central to Dr. Blank’s Reading Kingdom system.
After each cluster of words is taught, your child receives a storybook containing those words,
along with words previously learned. There are thirty books in all. Half are similar to
traditional books that your child simply reads, and half have a novel structure where your
child helps to create the books.
In terms of the number of sessions a week, you will find that the more frequent the sessions,
the faster the progress. If your child is not yet in first grade, you should use the program at
least 4 times per week. For children in first grade and higher, you should use the program at
least 5 times per week, and, if possible, every day.
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Section 2. Where to Start: The Placement Test
Which level in Dr. Blank’s Reading Kingdom is the right one for your child to start with?
You can find out by carrying out the activities in this section. You should carry out the Placement
Test only one time — just before you start the first program your child is going to use.
It takes about 10 to 30 minutes and is designed to be completed in one session. At times, this
is not possible. In that case, save the work you have done and within a week, continue on to
finish it. But I strongly recommend that you complete everything in a single session.
Before starting, take a few minutes to read through the material so that you have a clear idea
of what you will be doing with your child. You may find it easier to complete the activities if
you cut out the pages from this guide that you will be using. Also, if you are planning to carry
out the Skills Check with more than one of your children, make copies so that you have a set
for each child.
When you are ready to begin the Placement Test, make sure that:

➞
➞
➞
➞

you and your child are alone in a quiet room

➞

the materials are set out so that your child can see them clearly

you are seated next to each other at a desk or table
your child is rested and alert
you have all the materials you need from this guide, along with a blank index
card, lined paper, and a pencil or thin marker
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Step 1: Seeing Sequences
This activity will tell you if your child has developed the left-to-right sequencing skills that
are essential to effective reading. It may be surprising, but a fast, efficient way to test
sequencing is to use unfamiliar letters whose names your child does not know. Those are the
type of letters you will be seeing here.
To carry out the activity, your child does not have to be able to read. Simply sit next to him
or her so that you are looking at the material together.
Please note: If your child can already read and write 25 or more words, skip this activity and
go to Step 2.

What To Do — Sequence A (do not score)
1.

Fold this page so that the only material your child sees is Sequence A.

2.

Point to the top row (δ ψ σ) and say, “Look at these.”

3.

Starting at the • in the bottom row, point, one at a time, and in left-to-right
order, to the same letters (first δ, then ψ, then σ) and say, “These are the same as
the ones on top.”

4.

Then say, “Now it’s your turn. Start at the dot and point to the same ones as I
just did.”

5.

If your child has pointed to the correct letters in the correct left-to-right order,
move to Sequence B. If your child’s choices are not correct, say, “No, let’s do it
again,” and repeat #2–4 above until your child is correct. Then move to
Sequence B.

Sequence A

δψσ
•

δζψγσ
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What To Do — Sequence B (do not score)
1.

Fold this page so that the only material your child sees is the top row of Sequence
B (π σ ϕ λ ).

2.

Point to the letters and say, “Look at these.”

3.

Turn the paper over so that only the bottom row can be seen. Starting at the • ,
point, one at a time, and in left-to-right order, to the same letters as were in the
top row (first π, then σ, then ϕ, then λ) and say, “These are the same as the ones
you just saw.”

4.

Use an index card or your hand to hide the box titled “Correct Sequence.” (It
shows the symbols that should be selected.) Then say, “Now it’s your turn. Start
at the dot and point to the same ones as I just did.”

5.

If your child has pointed to the correct letters in the correct left-to-right order,
move to Sequence #1. If your child’s choices are not correct, say, “No, let’s do
it again,” and repeat #2–4 above until your child is correct. Then move to
Sequence #1.

Sequence B

πσϕλ
•

ϕπσϖϕλ
Correct Sequence

•πσ•ϕλ
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What To Do — Sequences 1–9
1.

Fold this page so that the only material your child sees is the top row of
Sequence 1 (π ψ σ).

2.

Point to the letters and say, “Look at these.”

3.

Turn the paper over so that only the bottom row can be seen. Use an index card
or your hand to hide the box titled “Correct Sequence.” Then say, “Find the ones
here that are the same as the ones you just saw.”

4.

Though you may be tempted, do not offer any help. Accept any response your
child selects. If he or she is correct, place a check (√) in the small box (❑ ) next
to the Correct Sequence. If your child is not correct, leave the small box empty.

5.

Repeat #2–4 above with each sequence that follows until you complete all the
sequences.

Sequence 1

πψσ
•

ζπψγσ

Correct Sequence

•πψ•σ ❑
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Sequence 2

ψπλδ
•

ψδπλψδ

Correct Sequence

ψ•πλ•δ ❑
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Sequence 3

σψλ
•

σϖψδφλ

Correct Sequence

σ•ψ••λ ❑
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Sequence 4

ψσψσ
•

φψσψϖσ

Correct Sequence

•ψσψ•σ ❑
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Sequence 5

λδσσ
•

λγδπσσ

Correct Sequence

λ•δ•σσ ❑
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Sequence 6

λπδ
•

λξπδϕ

Correct Sequence

λ•πδ• ❑
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Sequence 7

ψσπδ
•

φψγσπδ

Correct Sequence

•ψ•σπδ ❑
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Sequence 8

σλπλ
•

ϖσλπφλ

Correct Sequence

•σλπ•λ ❑
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Sequence 9

ψδδπ
•

ψσδδπθ

Correct Sequence

ψ•δδπ• ❑
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Scoring the Sequences
You have completed Step 1. Allow a short break while you add the total number of checks
(√s) in the boxes (❑ ) and enter this total in the box below.

Total √s on Sequences 1–9

If your child’s total is 7 or higher, he or she has the left-to-right sequencing skills needed for
reading. If your child’s score is 6 or lower, he or she can learn the skills easily and quickly
through the Sequences in Sight program. You will soon be starting that program.
Now continue on to Step 2: Letter Writing.
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Step 2: Letter Land by Hand
Here, you are going to see how effectively your child can write some letters of the alphabet.
As with Letter Sequencing, to carry out the activity, your child does not have to be able to
read. However, he or she should have experience in holding and writing with a thin marker
or pencil. (If your child does not yet have these skills, do not be concerned. They can easily
be taught through the Letter Land by Hand program.)

What To Do
1.

On the next page, you will see a worksheet with the following letters: c, j, o, u, p, s.

2.

Sit next to your child at a desk or table with a firm surface. Arrange the material
so that the worksheet with the letters is directly in front of both of you. Give
your child a pencil or thin marker.

3.

Without naming the letter, point to the “c.” Then point to the line underneath
and say, “Make a letter just like this down here.” Do not offer any help.

4.

Watch where your child starts the letter. The “c” should start at the top and move
down to the left. If your child started the “c” in this way, place a dot (•) in the
box under the letter.

5.

Move to the next letter and repeat #2–4 above. All the letters should start at the
top and move down. They should NOT start at the line and move up. Make sure
to place a dot if your child starts the lettter correctly. Continue this way until all
letters are copied.

6.

Let your child have a break. Then score the letters, using the information on
page 25 under “Scoring the Letters.”
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c j o u p s
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Scoring the Letters
You are going to score each letter on four points:

➞

Starting Point. Each letter should start at the top (a dot placed in the ❑ on the
writing sheet indicates that the letter was started at the top and moved down).

➞

Placement. Each letter should be placed correctly relative to the line (the “c,”
“s,” “u,” and “o” should touch the line, and the “j” and “p” should go below
the line).

➞
➞

Size. Each letter should be similar in size to the model letter your child copied.
Shape. Each letter should have the correct shape. The “c” is rounded, the “j” is a
straight line ending in curve, the “o” is circular, the “u” is an open “cup” shape,
the “p” is a straight line with circular shape in the appropriate place, and the “s”
has two curves in correct orientation.

For each letter your child has made:
•

if the letter meets the point, put a “1” (one) in the appropriate box below.

•

if the letter does not meet the point, leave the box empty.

c

j

o

u

p

s

Starting Point
Placement
Size
Shape

There is some subjectivity in the scoring, but trust your impressions, since they are usually
right. For example, young children often make their letters quite large. If you see a clear
difference between the size of the model and size of your child’s letter, follow your judgment
and do not enter a “1” (one) for that point (Size).
When you have finished scoring, enter the total in the box below:

If your child’s total is 20 or higher, he or she has the handwriting skills needed for writing. If
your child’s score is 19 or lower, he or she can learn the skills easily and quickly through the
Letter Land by Hand program. You will soon be starting that program.
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Summing Up
If Steps 1–2 show that your child needs either the Seeing Sequences or Letter Land by Hand, stop
the Skills Check. You have determined the right starting program for your child.*
If your child cannot yet read and Steps 1–2 show that he or she does not need either the
Seeing Sequences or Letter Land by Hand programs, you can also stop the Skills Check. You have
determined that your child has the skills in place to start learning how to read, and so he or
she can begin the Boarding program — the first program where your child will be doing both
reading and writing (Level 1).
If your child has started reading, and Steps 1–2 show that he or she does not need either the
Seeing Sequences or Letter Land by Hand programs, you should continue to Step 3 of the Skills
Check. It will allow you to determine which level of the reading program is right for your
child to start.
*NOTE: If the Skills Check shows your child needs both Seeing Sequences and Letter Land
by Hand, you can start both programs simultaneously.
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Step 3: Levels of Reading
In this activity, you are going to see how accurately your child writes sentences containing
steadily more complex words. The sentences will also give you an idea of the level of reading
and writing your child will be doing in the various reading programs.

What To Do
1.

The pages that follow (pages 28–30) contain five sets of sentences. Each set
corresponds to one of the reading/writing levels (1. Boarding, 2. Runway, 3. Liftoff,
4. Airborne, 5. Soaring). You will be reading the sentences aloud to your child and he
or she will then write them. The number of sets you complete depends on the
level of reading and writing your child has already mastered. The material is
arranged so that you keep going as long as he or she shows the ability to carry
out the writing at a high level of accuracy.

2.

Before starting, provide a sheet of lined paper (from the pad provided in the kit)
and a pencil or thin marker.

3.

Start with sentence #1 in Set 1 for the Boarding program. Make sure to position
the page so that your child cannot see the words.

4.

Say, “I am going to say a sentence and then I want you to write that sentence.”
Read sentence #1 aloud and then continue by saying, “Now let’s start writing.”

5.

Next, say the words of the sentence one word at a time. For example, with
sentence #1, start by saying, “Write the.” After your child writes the word, then
say, “Write kid.” Continue in this manner until the sentence has been completed.
While your child is writing a word, allow him or her as much time as needed to
complete it. If there is a pause of more than 5 seconds, or if your child cannot
write the word, say, “Let’s move on.” Though you may be tempted, do not offer
any assistance, since that will prevent you from getting an accurate picture of
your child’s skills.

6.

Repeat # 4–5 with each sentence. For each sentence, fold the paper so that your
child sees only blank lines (and cannot see any words previously written).

7.

After you complete Set #1, allow your child a short break while you score the
writing. Do not let him or her observe you do the scoring.
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Set 1 for the Boarding Level (Level 1)

1. The kid is not a girl.
2. Some rockets are flying.
3. This robot cannot jump.
4. Can they walk here?
5. Some more boys are swimming.
After the writing is completed, score the sentences by circling each word that your child has
written correctly. A word is correct if it contains no errors. Errors include:
a.

Omitting a letter (e.g., writing “rockets” as “rokets”)

b.

Introducing a letter that is not in the word (e.g., writing “walk” as “waulk”)

c.

Putting a letter in the wrong place (e.g., writing “girl” as “gril”)

Enter the total number of correct words on the line indicated, then follow the guidelines
below.
Total # words correct: ________
Action to Take
If your child has written 19 or more words correctly, move on to Set 2.
If your child has written 18 or fewer words correctly, stop the Skills Check. Your child is ready
to start the Boarding program (Level 1).
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Set 2 for the Runway Level (Level 2)

1. Do both boys want to rest?
2. What are the ways to use this thing?
3. One of their pets is a bird.
4. Frogs use their legs for moving in the water.
After the writing is completed, score the sentences as in Set 1 on page 28.
Total # words correct ________
Action to Take
If your child has written 24 or more words correctly, move on to Set 3.
If your child has written 23 or fewer words correctly, stop the Skills Check. Your child is ready
to start the Runway program (Level 2).

Set 3 for the Liftoff Level (Level 3)

1. That is the only kid who wants to clean this place.
2. The mice would not move out of the hole.
3. Which of the two kids pushed the rocks out here?
After the writing is completed, score the sentences as in Set 1 above on page 28.
Total # words correct ________
Action to Take
If your child has written 24 or more words correctly, move on to Set 4.
If your child has written 23 or fewer words correctly, stop the Skills Check. Your child is ready
to start the Liftoff program (Level 3).
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Set 4 for the Airborne Level (Level 4)

1. How do some animals use their claws?
2. Until a short time ago, people could not get to the moon.
3. Because the boys were together, they both could see the
rainbow.
After the writing is completed, score the sentences as in Set 1 on page 28.
Total # words correct ________
Action to Take
If your child has written 24 or more words correctly, move on to Set 5.
If your child has written 23 or fewer words correctly, stop the Skills Check. Your child is ready
to start the Airborne program (Level 4).

Set 5 for the Soaring Level (Level 5)

1. The girl was never scared to go out by herself.
2. Do most of the kids know how to read their names?
3. When the computer went down, the girl really started to yell.
After the writing is completed, score the sentences as in Set 1 n page 28.
Total # words correct ________
Action to Take
If your child has written 26 or more words correctly, congratulations! Your child’s skills are
beyond those offered in this program. He or she can move on to Reading Kingdom Stage 2.
If your child has written 25 or fewer words correctly, stop the Skills Check. Your child is ready
to start the Soaring program (Level 5).
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